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ABSTRACT 
The Ultrabithorax  (Ubx) gene of Drosophila  melanogaster contains two functionally distinguishable 

regions: the protein-coding Ubx transcription unit and, upstream of it, the transcribed but non- 
protein-coding bxd region. Numerous recessive, partial loss-of-function mutations which appear  to be 
regulatory mutations map within the bxd region and within the  introns of the Ubx transcription unit. 
In addition, mutations within the Ubx unit exons are known and most  of these behave as null alleles. 
Ubx’ is one such  allele. We have confirmed that, although the Ubx’ allele does not produce detectable 
Ubx proteins (UBX), it does retain other genetic functions detectable by their effects on  the expression 
of a  paired, homologous Ubx allele, i.e., by transvection. We have extended previous analyses made 
by E. B.  Lewis  by mapping the critical elements of the Ubx gene which participate in transvection 
effects. Our results show that  the Ubx’ allele retains wild-type functions whose  effectiveness can be 
reduced (1) by additional cis mutations in the bxd region or in introns of the Ubx transcription unit, 
as  well  as (2) by rearrangements disturbing pairing between homologous Ubx genes. Our results 
suggest that those remnant functions in Ubx’ are able to modulate the activity  of the allele located in 
the homologous chromosome. We  discuss the normal cis regulatory role of these functions involved 
in trans interactions between homologous Ubx genes, as well  as the implications of our results for  the 
current models on transvection. 

T HE Ultrabithorax  (Ubx) gene is one of the selector 
genes  controlling  segmental  identities in the 

body of Drosophila  melanogaster. Mutations in this 
gene dramatically alter  the cuticular  structures of the 
second  thoracic (T2), the  third thoracic (T3) and  the 
first  abdominal (Al) segments of the  adult body of 
the fly: gain-of-function alleles of the Ubx gene  trans- 
form T 2  toward T 3  (reviewed in GONZALEZ-GAITAN, 
MICOL and GARC~A-BELLIDO 1990); loss-of-function 
alleles of the Ubx gene give rise to  the homeotic 
transformation of T3  toward T 2  and/or  that of an- 
terior A1 toward anterior T 3  (reviewed in MORATA, 
SANCHEZ-HERRERO and CASANOVA 1986; DUNCAN 
1987; PEIFER, KARCH and BENDER 1987; SANCHEZ- 
HERRERO et al. 1988; MAHAFFEY and KAUFMAN 
1988). The Ubx gene is composed of three transcrip- 
tion units (see Figure 1): the  Ubx  unit,  coding  for 
mRNAs that  are translated into  proteins (UBX) with 
morphogenetic  functions, and  the overlapping early 
bxd and late  bxd  units  coding for RNAs of unknown 
function (BEACHY,  HELFAND and HOGNESS 1985; 
HOGNESS et al. 1985; LIPSHITZ, PEATTIE and HOGNESS 
1987; O’CONNOR et al. 1988). However,  mutations in 
the  bxd  region (bxd and pbx partial loss-of-function 
alleles; BENDER et al. 1983, 1985) affect the spatial 
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pattern of proteins  encoded by the Ubx  unit, causing 
absence of UBX in specific regions of embryonic and 
larval tissues (INGHAM 1985; WHITE and WILCOX 
1985; CABRERA, BOTAS and GARC~A-BELLIDO 1985; 
BOTAS, CABRERA and GARC~A-BELLIDO 1988). Muta- 
tions affecting  introns of the Ubx  unit (abx and bx 
partial loss-of-function alleles) also cause local abnor- 
malities in the UBX pattern (BENDER et al. 1983; 
PEIFER and BENDER 1986; WHITE and WILCOX 1985; 
CABRERA, BOTAS and GARC~A-BELLIDO 1985; BOTAS, 
CABRERA and GARC~A-BELLIDO 1988). 

Two different classes of apparently null alleles 
are  known in the Ultrabithorax gene: While abx,  bx, 
pbx and bxd recessive alleles inactivate subfunctions of 
the Ubx gene, Ubx lack-of-function alleles inactivate 
most, perhaps all, functions of the  gene. Ubx lack-of- 
function alleles as a  rule cause the absence of func- 
tional proteins in the  entire realm of action of the 
gene  and lethality in homozygous embryos (LEWIS 
1978; HAYES,  SATO and DENELL ‘1984). Ubx lack-of- 
function alleles include  chromosome  rearrangements 
that  interrupt  the Ubx  transcription  unit and pseu- 
dopoint  mutations  affecting  Ubx  unit  exons (called 
pseudopoint as they are not visible  in polytene  chro- 
mosomes but usually correspond  to  mutational  dam- 
age  greater  than a single nucleotide  change) (BENDER 
et al. 1983; HOGNESS et al. 1985). 
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FIGURE 1 .-Molecular map of the Ultrabithorax gene showing mutations used in this  work.  Rectangles indicate  deletions  and triangles 
insertions, having the  latter  the  corresponding transposon name (1, 412,  harvey,  Hobo  and Doc). Dotted  triangles  are gypsy insertions, the 
arrow indicating when known the  direction of their  transcription. bx” is associated with two adjacent  insertions (gypsy and Doc), the second 
being  irrelevant  for  tnutant  phenotype.  ab^".",^ deletion  appeared with a Hobo  insertion. Df(3R)PY deletes  the  entire  bithorax  complex, its 
left end  appearing in the  drawing. Df(jR)UbxlUY, which does  not  appear in the  figure,  deletes  the  entire Ubx gene  and a part of the  adjacent 
abdA gene, its ends would be  out of the  drawing.  Transcription units are indicated  as heavy horizontal  arrows.  Mature  RNAs  appear  under 
the  transcription units,  showing exons as  rectangles.  Capital letters S and L in Ubx transcription  unit  mature  RNAs  indicate  short  and  long, 
corresponding  to  the use of either of  two alternative splicing donor sites in the 5’ exon. All data  for this figure were obtained  from BENDER 
et al .  1983, 1985; PEIFER and BENDER 1986; LIPSHITZ,  PEATTIE and HOGNESS 1988;  O’CONNOR et  al. 1988;  WEINZIERL et al. 1987. 

Ubx pseudopoint  mutant alleles are  not  true  null 
alleles: Ubx pseudopoint  mutant alleles show  in homo- 
zygotes the same phenotypes as null alleles (break- 
points and deficiencies) (LEWIS 1963; MORATA and 
GARC~A-BELLIDO 1976; KERRIDGE and MORATA 1982; 
MIGANA and GARC~A-BELLIDO 1982; HAYES, SATO and 
DENELL 1984). However, Ubx pseudopoint  mutant 
alleles are not completely amorphic because their 
trans heterozygotes with recessive alleles have adult 
mutant  phenotypes less extreme  than  those  observed 
for  those recessives  in heterozygotes with deficiencies 
or breakpoints in the Ubx gene (MORATA and KER- 
RIDGE 1980; KERRIDGE and MORATA 1982; WEIN- 
ZIERL et al. 1987). This inference is supported by 
observations  indicating  that Ubx pseudopoint alleles 
behave  differently  than  breakpoints and deficiencies, 
with respect to sensitivity to  ether-induced  bithorax 
phenocopies and  to interactions with mutations in the 
Regulator of bithorax gene (CAPDEVILA and GARC~A- 
BELLIDO 1974,  1978,  1981; J. E. CASTELLI-GAIR and 
A. GARC~A-BELLIDO, manuscript in preparation). 

Ubx’ is a pseudopoint Ubx allele lacking  detectable 
protein  products: One such pseudopoint Ubx allele is 
Ubx’ which is associated with the insertion of a Doc 
transposable element in the untranslated  region of the 
5’ exon of the Ubx  unit  (Figure 1 )  (WEINZIERL et al. 
1987). It  is not known whether or not this mutation 
perturbs  the transcription of the Ubx  unit and/or 
those of the  bxd units. Previous genetic  studies and 
this work  show that Ubx’ mutation in trans-heterozy- 
gotes with recessive alleles of the Ubx gene give rise 

to T3 toward T2 homeotic  transformations which are 
less extreme  than those observed for  the same reces- 
sives over  a deficiency for  the  gene (MORATA and 
KERRIDGE 1980; KERRIDGE and MORATA 1982; WEIN- 
ZIERL et al. 1987). This behavior  could reflect residual 
activities of some putative  protein  product of the Ubx‘ 
allele. However, several observations  strongly suggest 
that  the Ubx’ allele does not  produce  protein  products. 
First, Ubx‘ homozygous phenotypes are  the same as 
those  observed  for  breakpoints and deficiencies for 
the  gene in mitotic recombination clones in adults 
(MORATA and GARC~A-BELLIDO 1976; KERRIDGE and 
MORATA 1982; MIGANA and GARC~A-BELLIDO 1982), 
in gynanders (LEWIS 1963) and in lethal embryos 
(LEWIS 1963,  1978; HAYES, SATO and DENELL 1984). 
Second, Ubx’ homozygous embryos lack any protein 
recognizable by FP3.38 (WEINZIERL et al. 1987), an 
antibody raised against the 5’ exon  common to all the 
mRNAs  from the Ubx  transcription  unit (WHITE and 
WILCOX 1984). Similarly, FP3.38 antibody  does  not 
recognize any protein  arising  from Ubx‘ in larval im- 
aginal discs (CASTELLI-GAIR, MICOL and GARC~A-BEL- 
LIDO 1990). Third,  the phenotypes of heterozygotes 
involving recessive alleles and Ubx‘ are indistinguish- 
able  from those involving other pseudopoint Ubx al- 
leles  which are known to  produce  abnormal UBX. 

Pioneer  observations of LEWIS ( 1  95 1)  (see results 
marked with a c in Table 1 )  showed that some heter- 
ozygotes involving cis double  mutants bx Ubx’ give 
stronger  mutant  phenotypes  than  those involving the 
single mutant Ubx’. These observations were then 
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interpreted  under  the supposition that bx and Ubx 
mutations  affect  two  different  genes,  but  can now be 
interpreted as suggesting the presence  of remnant 
functions in Ubx'. 

The behavior  of Ubx' is thus  paradoxical  because 
(1) it is amorphic as revealed by the  phenotype of 
homozygotes and by its lack of  detectable  protein 
products,  but (2) it  is hypomorphic as revealed by the 
phenotype  of its heterozygotes and by its sensitivity to 
additional  mutations in the  gene.  Thus, Ubx' behave 
as if it lacks morphogenetic  products  (proteins with 
"selector" activity, able to trans-regulate activity of 
other genes;  GARC~A-BELLIDO 1975) but it retains 
regulatory function(s), that can  affect  the activity of a 
different allele of the Ubx gene in the homologous 
chromosome.  Under this  hypothesis, we have  made  a 
genetic  study of those  putative remnant  functions of 
Ubx' because (1 )  they could  represent cis-regulatory 
functions involved in the normal  control of expression 
of  the Ubx gene,  and (2) they  could  be involved in the 
trans  interactions  between  homologous Ubx genes 
known as transvection  effects (LEWIS 1954). This 
study has been possible for Ubx' because  of the exist- 
ence of double  mutant  recombinants involving this 
mutation  and  different recessive alleles of the Ubx 
gene, all of them  obtained by E. B. LEWIS. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Flies were cultured on standard medium under un- 
crowded conditions at 25 f 1 O .  All genetic variants used in 
this work have been  previously  described [LINDSLEY and 
GRELL (1 968) and other references in the text]. In order to 
reduce the possible  presence of spontaneous  recessive  mod- 
ifiers, homozygous stocks were outcrossed to Vallecas wild- 
type strain. After two generations,  homozygous flies were 
collected and used to do  the crosses  described in Tables 1 
and 2. 

RESULTS 

The loss-of-function phenotype of the Ubx' allele 
is exaggerated by additional cis recessive  mutations: 
The fact that Ubx' does  not  produce  detectable  UBX, 
but still shows less mutant  phenotype  over recessive 
alleles than a deficiency suggests that it retains  some 
function(s)  not  mediated by UBX. We have tried  to 
identify  where  these remnant functions are coded by 
studying  the behavior  of cis double  mutant  chromo- 
somes carrying, in addition to Ubx', one recessive 
mutation in the same  gene. The  mutant phenotypes 
have  been  scored in double  heterozygotes with the 
same or other recessive alleles of the Ubx gene  (Table 
1). As controls we have  analyzed the phenotypes  of 
the  different recessive alleles of the abx, bx, bxd and 
pbx groups in heterozygotes with Ubx' or Of (3R)P9, a 
deficiency for  the  entire Ubx gene  (Figure 1). The 
recessive alleles are  ordered in Table 1 after  the 
location in the molecular map of their associated 

TABLE 1 

Metanotum  and haltere mutant phenotypes of heterozygotes 
involving the U6x' allele 

Ubx' bx'"Ubx' bx'Ubx' Ubx'bxd' Ubx'pbx' Df(3R)PY 

Metanotum" 
bx phenotype 

abx' 0-2 0-2 0-2 
abx' 0-2 0-2 0-2 
 ab^'.'^','^ 0-2 0-2 0-2 

0 1  1 
bx34r 0 ' 3  3 

0-2  0-2  0-2 
1 4  4 

bx ' 0' 0-1 0-1' 
bx' 2 4  4 
bx3 1' 4  4 

1 4  4 

bxd 55' 2 2  2 
bxd 2 ' 2  2 
bxd 5'1 2 2  2 
bxd' 0-4  0-4 ND 

pbx' 1 1  1 

pbx' 2 2  2 

bx F3 I 

bX34C-Pm 
bXN3Ka 

bXX3Kb 

pbx phenotype 

Haltereb 
bx phenotype 

abx' 1-2 0-1 0-1 
abx2 1-2  0-1 0-1 

3 1-2 1 
1 2  2 

bx 34e 1' 2  2 
0-1 0-1 0-1 

2 4  4 
bx' 0' 0 0-1' 
bx' 3 4  4 
bx ' 3' 4 4 

3 4  4 

bxd "' 1 1  1 
bxd I 2 ' 2  2 
bxd " J  2 2  2 
bxd' 0-4  0-4 ND 

pbx' 1 1  1 
Pbx ' 4 4  4 

abx(.'A(.'4 
bxF31 

bx %e-?- 

bXH3Ka 

bXX3Kb 

pbx phenotype 

0-2 
0-2 
0-2 

0 
3' 

0-2 
4 

0- 1 
3 
3' 
3 

4 
4' 
4 

0-4 
1 
2 

1-2 
1-2 
3 
1 
2' 

0- I 
4 
0 
4 
4' 
4 

3 
3' 
3 

0-4 
1 
4 

0-2 
0-2 
0-2 

0 
0 

0-2 
2 
0 
2 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 

1-2 
0-2 

3 
1 
1 

0- 1 
2 
0 
3 
3 
3 

1 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 

2-4 
2-3 
4 
1 
3 

0-2 
4 

0-1 
4 
4 
4 

2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 

3-4 
3-4 

4 
2 
2 

0-1 
4 

0-1 
4 
4 
4 

1 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 

____ 

Phenotypes corresponding to heterozygotes carrying one chro- 
mosome in the columns, the  other in the rows were scored. Figures 
correspond to phenotypical classes ranging from 0 (wild type) to 4 
(maximal mutant transformation encountered, usually correspond- 
ing to the almost complete homeotic transformation of the anlage). 
Variable expressivity of the mutant phenotype is represented by 
ranges between extreme values. At least 20 individuals of each 
genotype were studied. ND, phenotype not determined.  For abx 
alleles, only the mutant  phenotype affecting T3a has been studied, 
regardless of the mutant  phenotype in T2p. For bxd alleles, only 
the  mutant transformation affecting T3p has been studied,  regard- 
less of the mutant  phenotype in A l a .  

Mutant phenotypes in metanotum (T3) were defined as  follows: 
bx phenotype: transformation of anterior metanotum (T3a) toward 
anterior mesonotum (T2a); pbx phenotype: transformation of pos- 
terior metanotum (T3p) toward posterior mesonotum (T2p). 

Mutant phenotypes in haltere (T3) were defined as  follows:  bx 
phenotype: transformation of anterior haltere (T3a) toward ante- 
rior wing (T2a); pbx phenotype: transformation of posterior haltere 
(T3p) toward posterior wing (T2p). 

Results similar to those previously published by LEWIS (1951, 
1955). 
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perturlxltions  (Figure 1). The bx and pbs mutant 
phenotypes  were  studied  both in metanotum  and hal- 
tere  (Table l ) .  

Our results in control  genotypes agree .r\-ith the 
conclusion of previous analyses i n  that  for alleles 
within a group  the bs  mutant  phenotype increases the 
closer is the  perturbation  to  the  promoter of the Ubx 
transcription  unit, while the  pbs mutant  phenotype 
increases wi th  the distance  to that  promoter (BENDER 
et al .  1983; PEIFER and BENDER 1986). Exceptions are 

and bx' that  have erratic phenotypes and  lover 
espressivity  than  their  neighboring alleles, perhaps 
because the molecular nature of the  mutations (a 
"4 12" insert i n  the  latter  and  a deletion in the  former). 
The study of phenotypes of recessive alleles in heter- 
ozygotes I\.ith chromosomes  carrying Ubx' and a sec- 
ond recessive mutation  uncovers  qualitative  differ- 
ences betIveen groups of alleles. All double  mutant 
chromosomes sho\v i n  certain  heterozygotes with re- 
cessive alleles different  phenotypes  than  those of the 
single mutant Uhx' (Table 1 and Figures  2 and 3). 
Thus, hx'Ubx' or 6x'""Ubx' double  mutant  chromo- 
somes cause stronger bs  phenotypes  over bx alleles, 
but not stronger pbs phenotypes  over p b x  and bxd 
alleles. Interestingly, they reduce  the bx haltere  phe- 
notypes in a b x  combinations (Figure 2; see DISCUS- 

SION). The double  mutant  chromosome Ubx'hxd' 
shows stronger pbs phenotypes i n  heterozygotes with 
hxd alleles, but also exaggerates  the bx phenotype of 
hx alleles (with the  esceptions of bx"' and bx3'+pn', 
which have extremely variable phenotypes in hetero- 
zygotes l v i t h  both Ubx' and L'bx'bxd').  Ubx'pbx' shows 
o n l y  stronger pbs phenotypes in heterozygotes w i t h  
p b x  and bxd alleles. The deletion  of the whole U b x  
gene [Df(3R)PY] esaggerates  the  mutant phenotypes 
of all the recessive alleles with the  esception of some 
hxd ones  (see DISCUSSION). 

Recessive mutations cis-linked to Ubx' differen- 
tially affect homologous allele  expression depend- 

b X i . I P - p n .  

ing upon pairing conditions between homologous 
chromosomes: Phenotypic  changes associated with 
variations in pairing  conditions between homologous 
chromosomes  have been called "transvection effects" 
(LEWIS 19.54; see for reviews J U D D  1988; WU and 
GOLDRERC 1989). LEWIS (1 954)  interpreted his obser- 
vations on transvection  effects as indicating that  the 
interchange of gene  products between homologs is 
facilitated or prevented  depending on their  degree of 
somatic  pairing. In  all the  interactions showed in 
Table 1 ,  we used structurally  normal  chromosomes 
allowing homologous Ubs chromosomal  regions to 
pair in the  interphase cellular nuclei. We have  studied 
also the effect of perturbations in pairing between 
homologs on the nlodulation of the bx'"' allele by the 
remnant functions i n  Ubx' .  The results of such exper- 
iments are shown in Table  2  and Figure 3. We have 
quantified the  mutant  phenotypes of individuals car- 
rying Ubx' ,  bx"" , hxd' and two deficiencies for  the 
entire U b x  gene [Df(3R)PY (data  not  shown)  and 
D f ( 3 R ) U b x I O Y ] ,  in several cis and trans combinations 
using structurally  normal  chromosomes  and  four dif- 
ferent  rearranged (R)  chromosomes  carrying  break- 
points that presumably  affect  pairing  of  homologous 
U b x  gene  regions (Figure 4). Heterozygotes  between 
structurally  normal  chromosomes are expected  to 
pair, allowing normal  transvection to  occur, giving 
phenotypes  that we used as controls.  Structural  het- 
erozygotes are expected  to  exaggerate  the  phenotype 
of the same  genetic  combinations due  to hindrance in 
the  transport of remnant functions. The extent of the 
mutant  transformations was estimated by counting 
normal T 2  structures  that  appear in mutant  trans- 
formed T 3  regions  both i n  the  metanotum  and in the 
haltere  (Table  2). 

The most relevant  results  of  Table  2,  the  metano- 
turn (T3) toward  mesonotum (T2) transformations, 
can be summarized as follows: (1) bx3" homozygotes, 
whether associated or not with rearrangements [indi- 
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viduals of bx3"'/bx3"', b~~~'/R(bx"'') or R(b~'"')/R(bx'~') 
genotypes]  show  little  differences  among  them,  sug- 
gesting  that  the bx'"' allele  behaves similarly irrespec- 
tive of  the  structural  nature  of  the  chromosome in 
which it is located,  and  that  the  resulting  phenotype 
is not  dependent  on  putative  spontaneous  "modifier" 
mutations  accumulated in the stocks and  carried by 
the R chromosomes  involved.  In all those  genotypes, 
both  homologous alleles are  supposed to be  producing 
UBX and  consequently  contributing to the  adult  phe- 
notype. (2) Ubx'/R(bx'"') individuals  show stronger 
mutant  phenotypes  than Ubx'/bx'"'ones [in agreement 
with LEWIS (1 954) and BABU and BHAT (1 98 l)]. These 
results  lead us to  conclude, as did LEWIS (1 954), that 
the  differences  between a given R(bx3"') and bx'"' 
chromosomes  are  due  to  disruption  of  pairing.  In 
these  genotypes  only  the bx'"' allele  produces UBX, 
the expression of which is enhanced by the  proximity 

of  the  homologous Ubx' allele. It  must  be  noted  that 
there  are  clear  differences  between  the  three  rear- 
ranged  chromosomes in the  same test; i .e. ,  not all 
rearrangements  enhance  the  bx  mutant  phenotype  to 
the  same  extent.  This suggests that  disruption  of  the 
transvection  phenomenon is not  an "all or nothing," 
but a quantitative  response. (3) It  has  been  previously 
shown  (Table 1) that Ubx'bxd'lbx'"' flies have a bx 
phenotype  stronger  than  that  of Ubx'/bx'"' when both 
homologs  are  structurally  normal  and  presumably 
paired.  It also holds  that Ubx'bxd'/R(bx'"') heterozy- 
gous  have  mutant  phenotypes  stronger  than  the  cor- 
responding Ubx'/R(bx'"') ones,  and  the  same is ob- 
served  when  comparing a given  b~~~'Ubx'/R(bx'"')  with 
the  corresponding Ub~'/R(bx'~'). Since in the  rear- 
ranged  genotypes  homologous Ubx gene  regions  are 
thought to be  unpaired,  clearly a second  mutational 
damage in the Ubx' chromosome  (either b ~ ' ~ '  or bxd') 
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FIGURE 4.-Structure of  rearranged  chromosomes used in this 
work. In  the wild-type chromosomes  (top),  each  chromosomal  arm 
is indicated by a different  pattern,  centromere  as a black ellipse. 
Numbers  on  or  under  each  chromosome  indicate cytological map 
positions. Numbers  just to the left  of each  chromosome  indicate 
chromosome 2 or 3. The position of  the  bithorax complex (BX-C) 
is indicated by a  vertical arrow.  In  the  aberrant  chromosomes, 
inverted  patterns  indicate  chromosomal  segments  inverted in rela- 
tion to their wild type orientation. The  small black region in the 
left end of TM3 balancer  chromosome is a  translocation from  the 
X chromosome. 

affects at a distance the expression of the bxjde allele 
located in other chromosome. 

As Table 2 also shows, the  haltere  toward wing 
transformation behaves in a  different way: (1) It is  less 
affected  than the  metanotum by the same genetic 
combinations, and (2) clear differences are observed 
only when comparing bxjde homozygous (with or with- 
out  rearrangements) with  all the remaining genotypes. 
This  different behavior of metanotal and  haltere 
transformations may be indicative of different Ubx 
gene  subfunctions  controlling  morphogenesis in dif- 
ferent regions of the same imaginal disc. 

Given the observation  that the bxd', bx' and bxj4' 
mutations are associated with inserts of the gypsy 
transposable element  (Figure l), LEWIS (quoted in 
BABU,  SELVAKUMAR and BHOSEKAR 1987) suggested 
that  the pairing of two adjacent gypsy inserts  (for 
instance, in a bx bxd cis double  mutant)  could modify 
Ubx gene expression in a  different way than  that 
expected  from additivity of single mutant  phenotypes. 
If some of our results were due  to pairing  between 
transposons located in homologous paired  chromo- 
somes, so hindering Ubx gene  transcription,  the effect 
should  be  removed in conditions  preventing  pairing. 
Therefore we have compared several Ubx'bxd'lbx 
combinations with the  corresponding R(Ubx'bxd')/bx 
ones.  In  the case  of b~~~~ combinations (Table 2) we 
see that  not only there is no  reduction of the effect 
but  a  marked  enhancement of the  mutant  phenotype. 
In  other studied cases (bx' and b ~ * ' ~ ~ ,  data  not shown), 
the  mutant phenotype  remains the same, or is slightly 

TABLE 2 

Effects of rearrangements and additional mutations in the 
metanotum and haltere mutant phenotype of bx"'lUbx' 

heterozygous 

bx3" R3(bx3")  R2(bx3")  Rl(bx3") 

Metanotum 
bx"' 
Ubx ' 
bx  34'Ubx ' 
Ubx'bxd' 
R.f(Ubx'bxd') 
R l ( b ~ ~ ~ ' )  
R Z ( ~ X ; ' ~ ' )  
R3(bx"') 
Df(3R)UbxlOY" 

Haltere 
bx ' I r  

Ubx ' 
bx"'Ubx' 
Ubx'bxd' 
R4(Ubx'bxd ') 
Rl(bx'"') 
R2(bxj4') 
R ? ( ~ x " ~ ' )  
Df(3R)UbxlOY" 

42 f 5 
0.6 f 1 
71 f 1 
49 f 1 
63 f 8 
42 f 7 
40 f 8 
39 f 8 
66 f 8 

34 f 6 
50 f 5 
58 f 5 
57 f 5 
65 f 4 
26 f 6 
29 f 4 
25 f 5 
57 f 4 

5 f 3  
67 f 6 
44 2 5 
55 f 6 
36 f 6 
32 f 7 
Lethal 
55 f 8 

40 f 5 
57 f 4 
54 f 4 
64 f 5 
1 4 f 3  
1 7 f 2  
Lethal 
40 f 5 

20 f 6 
68 f 5 
58 f 4 
64 f 7 
44 f 6 
Lethal 

76 f 9 

44 f 4 
5 9 f  5 
5 5 f  3 
6 4 f  2 
24 f 4 
Lethal 

56 f 6 

40 f 6 
72 k 9 
56 f 6 
64 f 6 
Lethal 

71 f 1 1  

60 f 7 
60 f 5 
62 f 6 
62 f 5 
Lethal 

60 f 6 

Phenotypes  of  heterozygotes  for  chromosomes  on  the  horizontal 
and vertical axes were scored. Figures indicate T 2  structural ele- 
ments  (fstandard  deviation)  present in mutant, partially trans- 
formed T3: microchaete by hemimetanotum  (normal  metanotum 
has no  microchaete) or medial triple row elements  per  haltere 
(normal  haltere has no medial triple  row  elements)  for at  least 10 
individuals of  each sex. Structures  of RI to R4 chromosomes  are 
shown in Figure 4. 

a Similar results  were  obtained with Df(3R)PY.  

enhanced, in R(Ubx'bxd')/bx flies compared with the 
Ubx'bxd'lbx ones. These results make it improbable 
that a  trans  interaction  between  neighbor  (paired) 
gypsy inserts  accounts for  our observations. Further- 
more,  the Ubx'bxd' chromosome affects also the phe- 
notypes of non-gypsy bx alleles, for example bx8 and 
bx' (Table 1). In  addition,  the  phenotypes of Ubx'bxd'l 
bxd individuals are  the same in paired  and  unpaired 
conditions  (data  not shown). 

DISCUSSION 

The Ubx' allele retains  regulatory  functions af- 
fecting homologous Ubx gene  activity: As Table 1 
shows, the  mutant  phenotypes of trans-heterozygotes 
involving Ubx' and a given recessive allele of the Ubx 
gene  can  be modified by additional  mutations in the 
Ubx' chromosome. The expected  noncomplementing 
phenotypes are obtained when the recessive mutations 
are of the same allelic type (bx, bxd and pbx) in both 
homologous  chromosomes. This strongly suggests 
that  the Ubx' allele retains remnant functions that can 
be  depleted by mutational  damages in both  the  Ubx 
transcription  unit  introns and in the  bxd region of the 
gene.  Those  remnant functions in the Ubx' chromo- 
some are  more effectively depleted or abolished by 
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the bxd' mutation than by any other of the mutations 
studied here. As the Ubx' allele is unable to produce 
protein products, those variations  in the mutant phe- 
notypes  must originate from variations in the produc- 
tion of  UBX  by the homologous  recessive  allele, the 
activity of  which is modulated by remnant regulatory 
functions in Ubx'. 

Ubx' remnant functions differentially modulate 
homologous allele expression depending upon pair- 
ing conditions between  homologous  chromosomes: 
As seen  in Table 2 the phenotypes of combinations 
involving the b~~~~ allele differ depending on the pres- 
ence or not of a second mutation in the Ubx' allele 
and  the chromosome rearrangement used. b ~ ~ ~ '  homo- 
zygotes  give  similar phenotypes, whether or not they 
are associated  with rearrangements, as expected since 
both homologs are affected in the same functions. 
The weakest mutant phenotype corresponds to bxJ4'/ 
Ubx' heterozygous, the strongest to those of bd4'/ 
Df(3R)Ubxl09. While  in the  latter genotype the  pro- 
duction of UBX by the b~~~~ allele is exclusively  mod- 
ulated by its  own  cis-regulatory elements, bd4'/Ubx' 
individuals  show the maximum effect of the regula- 
tory functions of Ubx' enhancing the expression  of 
UBX  by bx34e allele. The b ~ ~ ~ ' U b x '  chromosome gives 
similar phenotypes to those of Df(3R)Ubxl09, sug- 
gesting that  the b~~~~ mutation abolishes the  remnant 
regulatory functions in Ubx'. Combinations  of  any 
R ( ~ x ' ~ ' )  and either Ubx' or Ubx'bxd' yield intermediate 
phenotypes that must correspond to "degrees" in 
transvection. When structural heterozygotes (geno- 
types  involving R chromosomes) are compared, the 
extent of the mutant phenotype follows the  order R 3  
< R 2  < R I .  These results taken as a whole confirm 
the conclusions obtained from the behavior of paired 
chromosomes (Table 1) that  the signals arising from 
Ubx' act more efficiently than those from b ~ ~ ~ ' U b x '  or 
Ubx'bxd' chromosomes. They show  in addition (1) that 
the effectiveness  of those signals on the activity  of the 
homologous  allele  varies  with the R chromosome 
used, suggesting that  the signals reach the homolog 
depending on the  degree of pairing or proximity 
between  homologous  copies  of the Ubx gene in differ- 
ent rearrangements, and (2) that additional mutations 
in a Ubx' chromosome are perceived by the homolog 
even  in conditions of unpairing. 

Several Ubx cis-regulatory elements are  able  to  act 
in trans: At  least  two different cis-regulatory elements 
of the Ubx gene seem to be able to modulate in trans 
the expression  of the homologous  allele. One is dam- 
aged by b ~ ' ~ "  and bx3 mutations and positively controls 
Ubx expression  exclusively  in T3a.  The  other is dam- 
aged by the pbx' mutation and positively controls Ubx 
expression  exclusively  in T3p. 

Some other regulatory elements might be inferred 
from unexpected phenotypes obtained in certain corn- 

binations. First, the presence of bxd' in the Ubx' chro- 
mosome exaggerates the phenotype of  most bx alleles, 
confirming an observation of LEWIS (1955). Second, 
the pbx phenotype is stronger in Ubx'bxd'lbxd heter- 
ozygotes than in Df(3R)P9/bxd ones, although this 
deficiency entirely lacks the bxd region. Third, for all 
the abx alleles tested, b24eUbx'/abx and bx"Ubx'/abx 
show partial rescue of the bx mutant phenotype com- 
pared to Ubx'labx individuals. These findings confirm 
that mutations in both the introns of the Ubx tran- 
scription unit and  the bxd region affect different 
signals present in, or arising from,  the Ubx' chromo- 
some that modulate the expression  of the homologous 
Ubx gene. 

It is generally  assumed that regulatory functions in 
the bxd region modulate Ubx gene activity  exclusively 
in T3p and Ala, and those of abx and bx region the 
activity  of the gene in T3a (DUNCAN  1987; AKAM, 
DAWSON and TEAR 1988).  Therefore, it is remarkable 
that  the bxd' mutation affects the  T3a mutant phe- 
notype of bx alleles,  which  suggests the presence in 
the bxd region of at least one regulatory element 
affecting gene activity  in T3a. As Table  1 shows, the 
effects  of the Ubx'bxd' chromosome on bx phenotypes 
are almost  of the same extent as those caused by 
bx3Ubx' and b ~ ~ ~ ' U b x '  chromosomes  upon the same bx 
alleles. However, the behavior of the Ubx'bxd' chro- 
mosome differs from those of bx'Ubx' or b ~ ~ ~ ' U b x '  in 
that (a) the  former leave apparently unaffected the bx 
phenotype of abx alleles,  while the two latter  chro- 
mosomes rescue all the studied bx haltere phenotypes 
of abx alleles, and (b) the  latter do not affect the pbx 
phenotypes of bxd alleles. This differential behavior 
suggests that  the Ubx' chromosome retains at least  two 
signals, one in the bx and  the  other in the bxd region, 
that interact with  themselves and with the homologous 
Ubx gene (depending on which regions remain func- 
tional  in it) to give an outcome of more or less gene 
activity  as measured in the  adult phenotype. In this 
context it is relevant that  the effects  of a Ubx'bxd' 
chromosome upon the pbx phenotype of bxd alleles 
are stronger than those of a deficiency for  the whole 
gene, Df(3R)P9 (Table 1). This could be explained by 
the existence of  some  negative regulatory element in 
the bxd region which  is not damaged by bxd' and 
which enhances the insufficiency  associated  with the 
positive element(s) of control damaged by the muta- 
tion. The absence  of both positive and negative  ele- 
ments (in the heterozygote involving a deficiency for 
the gene) might allow for  a more compensated expres- 
sion  of the homolog. 

The phenotypes of bx Ubx'labx individuals (Figure 
2) lead to a paradox: one loss-of-function mutation 
(bx) in the Ubx gene partially  rescues the phenotype 
of another loss-of-function mutation (abx) in the ho- 
mologous Ubx gene. On  the basis  of the phenotypes 
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of trans-heterozygotes  between different breakpoints 
affecting the Ubx transcription unit and recessive bx 
and abx alleles, AKAM et al. (1 985) have  suggested the 
existence of a yet-to-be-discovered transcription unit, 
overlapping with the 3’-most region of the Ubx tran- 
scription unit. In addition, LEWIS  (1 985) has described 
a phenomenon termed cis-overexpression, by  which 
loss-of-function mutations in the Ubx gene (i.e., a given 
bx allele)  behave  as producing a gain  of function in 
the immediately adjacent, most  proximal “unit of 
function” in the gene ( i ,e . ,  abx). Our observations on 
bx Ubx’labx phenotypes, which  involve interactions 
between  units of function located in homologous 
genes, are similar to those of  LEWIS,  which  involve 
interactions between  units of function located  in cis in 
the same gene. Taking all  these data together, one 
may speculate about the existence of the new tran- 
scription unit proposed by AKAM et al.: the presence 
of a transcriptionally  active gypsy insert (as bx34c and 
bx3) located in the neighborhood of the  promoter of 
that transcription unit could be the cause  of the “cis- 
overexpression” observed by LEWIS. The enhanced 
production of that RNA product in a bx3Ubx’ or a 
b ~ ~ ~ ~ U b x ’  chromosome would result in the partial res- 
cue of the loss  of function of an abx homolog. 

Implications for transvection models: Two main 
hypotheses  have been proposed to explain the trans- 
vection phenomenon: (1) the interaction between a 
regulatory element in one gene and the  promoter of 
the homologous  allele (ZACHAR, CHAPMAN  and 
BINGHAM 1985; PIRROTTA, STELLER and BOZZETTI 
1985), mediated by enhancer-binding proteins and 
the formation of large, interchromosomal DNA  loops 
(BENSON and PIRROTTA 1988) and (2) the involvement 
of  diffusible transcriptional factors, with differential 
distribution inside the cellular  nucleus (LEWIS 1985; 
KORNHER and BRUTLAG 1986). Some authors have 
speculated about these transcription factors being 
short-radius-of-action regulatory RNAs transcribed 
from the genes  involved  in the transvection phenom- 
enon (JACK and JUDD 1979; MICOL and  GARC~A-BEL- 
LIDO 1988; CASTELLI-GAIR, MICOL and  GARC~A-BEL- 
LIDO 1990; D. MATHOG, manuscript in preparation). 
However, all these models are,  at present, purely 
conjectural due  to  the lack  of molecular  evidence. 

Needless to say, from our present genetic results 
and using the available  molecular data, but in the 
absence of a molecular  analysis  of the problem, it is 
not possible to demonstrate conclusively the molecu- 
lar nature of the transvecting signals emanating from 
the Ubx’ allele.  However,  some inferences and pro- 
posals  can be discussed. On the basis  of the results 
presented in Table 1 we cannot distinguish  between 
short-radius-of-action gene products such  as RNAs, 
diffusing from Ubx’ to its homolog, or enhancer se- 
quences acting in trans when the homologs are syn- 

apsed. These alternatives can  be  discussed  using the 
information provided by changing the pairing condi- 
tions  of the homologs (Table 2). Genetic and molec- 
ular  studies  led to  the suggestion  of chromosome to 
chromosome interactions involving  physical contact 
between regulatory DNA  sequences mediated by the 
DNA-binding products of the zeste gene (reviewed in 
WU and GOLDBERG 1989). This hypothesis is applica- 
ble to our results, but it should explain  (1) the way  in 
which interaction between enhancers and promoters 
could result in the degrees of transvection observed, 
and (2) the perception by bd“ allele  of a second 
mutational damage in a Ubx’ chromosome in condi- 
tions in  which  homologous  Ubx  chromosomal regions 
are unpaired. Both the quantitative nature of the 
transvection phenomenon and  the perception at a 
distance of mutational damage in the homolog  shown 
in Table 2 could be explained in terms of regulatory 
RNA products of the Ubx gene, with an effectiveness 
progressively reduced with the distance to the site of 
production. Although regulatory functions were pro- 
posed  as a possible role for RNAs from the bxd  units 
(HOGNESS et al. 1985), this alternative encounters the 
difficulty that  no RNAs arising from  the bxd region 
have been found in metathoracic discs during larval 
development (LIPSHITZ,  PEATTIE and HOGNESS 1987), 
when the mutant phenotypes are generated.  Further- 
more, there is no molecular evidence of RNAs  as 
transcriptional activators, and only a few  cases  of 
autogenous regulation of gene activity by RNAs are 
known,  all  of them being instances of RNAs  as  nega- 
tive regulators (OKAMOTO  and FREUNDLICH 1987). 
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